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Abstract: This work implements a Decentralized Links Failure Prevention
(DLFP) routing algorithm to promote enhanced and efficient Internet of Things
(IoT). The work increases the mobility as well as an opportunity for loss of
IoT node meeting links due to both mobility and blockers/interferers. The pro-
posed algorithm overcomes loss issues as well as works in dynamically allocating
alternate route from other IoT nodes available in near and selecting for efficient
route in the network. When the link fails, bandwidth is reduced and coverage area
problems for packets sending from source to destination is managed. The pro-
posed algorithm works with light-weight wireless mesh based route handling
techniques. In such case, reduced link failure, removal of route discovery latency,
communication cost and control overheads, energy consumptions and network
life time are to be handled with care. To address these issues, the proposed algo-
rithm enhances the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) as well as transmission packet
efficiently received through destination node. The ability of Dynamic Alternate
Routing (DAR) to relay node handling capabilities and to improve the communi-
cation link availability of IoT nodes has ultimately increased the PDR. Simulation
work was done using Network Simulator 3 (NS3) and the results show that the
performance is better when compared with existing Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR) and Energy Efficient Delay Tolerant Routing (EEDTR) algorithm.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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1 Introduction

This work focuses mainly on Dynamically Alternate Route (DAR) handling techniques. This is a local
search mechanism used for reconfiguration, discovery and addition of new nodes along with efficient
handling of loss and recurrent routes, real time gathering of local link status [1,2] effective packets
forwarding through dynamically mesh handling in the network operate by providing for route related
such as source node route establishment towards the destination node in case change of established routes
due to mobility [3]. At the same time route discovery latency should also be minimal. It should possess
dynamic route handling techniques in IoT such as, mobility pattern transmission range [4,5], and
interferences. Instead, an IoT mobility model is proposed where these features are captured by a single
parameter λ.

Let, 0 ≤ kti,j(1) < kti,j(2) < · · · be the IoT node-successive meeting times of nodes i and j (i#j ). The node
state is denoted as τi,j(n):= kti,j(n + 1) − kti,j(n), the n

th IoT node-meeting time of nodes i and j may only take
place when nodes meeting times sends the packets to nearby nodes with respective time stamps [6,7]. This
present work has addressed this main issue by introducing a packet delay while transferring a packet from
node i to node j IoT node. Potential links make use of intermediary mobile IoT nodes [8–10].

In IoT networks, communication takes place between node i to node j in meeting-time kti,j(n). If node i
transmits the packets a time kti,j(n) and is not delivered, obviously packets are lost [11,12]. To overcome the
loss issues the authors propose to use dynamic alternate route allocating and communicate packets to
destination IoT nodes. Due to these issues, the performance enhancement of DAR in terms of latency,
throughput, etc., is difficult to achieve [13–18]. This underlines the significance and imminent need of
this proposed work.

2 Proposed Approach

The proposed algorithm used in the model is a dynamic mesh topology that is built by dynamic routing.
The stochastic technique considers a network with G = (N, L), n IoT nodes (n=|N|) and m links (m=L). There
is a packet to be sent when an IoT node meets a sender node. They are then synced via intermediate nodes.
The parameters (M/M/C) of constant-service queue as follows:

IoT nodes-arrival route-queue follows Poisson distribution with parameter λ.

Pn ¼ k0; k1;……kn�1

l1;l2;……;ln
� Po (1)

The packets send a hypothetical network load which is exponential with parameter μ, and this theoretical
work-load is due to IoT-MT of nodes as defined [19] by follows (1).

l ¼ 8tR
pTA

(2)

where, v is the constant velocity of the links, trans-mission radius is R of the links; A is coverage area of IoT
nodes in the network. and q ¼ k

l

When q
c . 1, the IoT nodes is out of coverage area.

When q
c , 1, the IoT nodes is coverage area to transmit the packets towards the destination.
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The steady state probability of IoT nodes are shown in (3).

Po ¼
Xc�1

k¼0

qk

k!
þ qc

c!
� 1

1� q
c

" #�1

if
q
c
, 1 (3)

The coverage area of nodes follows (3). The out of coverage nodes that do not follow (3) are considered as
unstable. The IoT nodes contact-pattern follows the route depicted in (1). Then, the sender node (i) is
modelled by M/M/C multi-server queuing parameters.

2.1 Random Direction 2D Mobility Model (RD2DMM)

The IoT nodes-meeting time starts sending packets to the random node. Else, the two IoT nodes are
considered to be meeting each other. The IoT nodes gathering time is distinct from the time those
authorizations of two successive meetings for each node. The nodes maintain the same communication
range r. The RD2DMM in the node meeting and the IoT nodes gathering times are exponential
distributions. The static communication radius is lesser when compared with distance (M).

2.2 Exponential Arrival Time λ of IoT Meeting Nodes

Modelling of IoT nodes i and j with Probability success rate (P) follows exponential distribution. The
velocity and positions of the IoT nodes originate this P by using (xi, yi), (xj, yj) with P(xi, yi), P(xj, yj).
Within the next time Δt of the IoT nodes, future meeting of other nodes happen. The P(xi, yi) is
dependent on the Coverage Area (CA) at Δt time [20–28]. The coverage area and the number of nodes
are highly inter related and determine the network performance. As showed in Fig. 1, the Coverage Area
(CA) is given by 2rViΔt.

IoT Nodes

Transmission Range
of IoT Nodes

iss
f

Ar ( ) 2 i tea A rV=

iV tΔ
r

iV

i

j1

IoT Nodes Meeting
Time

Δ

Figure 1: CA covered by IoT nodes i and j1 during a time Δt
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The IoT node j2 in time Δt adheres to a stationary distribution. Also, the velocity of IoT node j2 is
considered for interpretation. The j2 IoT node is in its immobile position. The probability P for j2 IoT
node which is positioned in Coverage area CA is given by (4) and (5).

pxi;yi ¼
Z Z

CA
pðxi; yiÞdxdy (4)

pxj;yj ¼
Z Z

CA
pðxi; yiÞdxdy (5)

where, r the points π(xi, yi) in CA as estimated by π(xi, yi) and π(xj, yj). This is to give by (6).

pxi;yi � 2r:Vi:Dt:pðxi; yiÞ:
pxj;yj � 2r:Vj:Dt:pðxj; yjÞ (6)

Conditioning IoT-node in position of the pointers the p within the next-time of Δt of i and j, IoT-nodes
has to meet each other as showed in (7)

p ¼
Z M

0

Z M

0
pxi;yip xi; yið Þdxidyi

� 2r:Vi:Dt

Z M

0

Z M

0
p2ðxi; yiÞdxidyi (7)

Initially Δt → 0. This gives an exponential with parameter as showed in (8)

k � 2rVi

Z M

0

Z M

0
p2ðxi; yiÞdxidyi (8)

In this scenario, the node j2 is in mobility with velocity Vj = vj. The node j2 has to meet other node in the
next time interval Δt. As shown in Fig. 2, CA depends on V∗ and the relay IoT node between the nodes and j.

If i is the node in (xi, yi), then the probability of a “success” is given by (9)

pxi;yi ¼
Z Z

CA
pðxi; yiÞdxidyi (9)

� 2r:V�:Dt:p xi; yið Þ
Then, the area of CA is 2r ·V∗· Δt. Applying the same logic over all starting positions of IoT node, i is

given by (10).

p ¼
Z M

0

Z M

0
pxi;yip xi; yið Þdxidyi

� 2r:V�:Dt:

Z M

0

Z M

0
p2ðxi; yiÞdxidyi (10)

where, Δt → 0 indicates the exponential growth as shown in (11)

k � 2rV�
Z M

0

Z M

0
p2ðxi; yiÞdxidyi (11)
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The IoT nodes gathering time is distinct from the time the authorizations of two successive meetings for
each node within the same communication range r. The RD2DMM and the IoT nodes gathering times are
exponentially distributions and extended as the static communication radius is lesser when compared with
the distance (M).

2.3 IoT Nodes Meeting Time Distribution

Let i and j IoT nodes move free between each other in M × M with velocity Vi and Vj. Let IE[V∗] be the
average transmit velocity of two IoT nodes, π(xi, yj) positions in the steady-state. If the communication range
r <<M, position of the node time t is independent of it position at time t + Δt, and then IoT node-meeting time
(F) of the nodes is exponential of λ is given in (12)

k � 2rIE½V��
Z M

0

Z M

0
p2ðx; yÞdxdy (12)

The average time till the two IoT nodes has met is showed in (13)

IE½F� 1
k
� 1

k � 2rIE½V��
RM
0

RM
0 p2ðx; yÞdxdy

(13)

The meeting time distribution has to be applied to RD2DMM measures. The IoT node spatial
distribution and the average relay node velocity IE[V∗] are to be computed. Let π(x, y) probability
distribution function of the spatial IoT node mobility in M × M as showed in (14).Z M

0

Z M

0
p2ðx; yÞdxdy ¼ 1

M2
(14)

where, IoT nodes transmit for according to the RD2DMM.
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Figure 2: Position as changing the node j2 has to be meeting in nodes i
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2.4 Relay Nodes Velocity Distribution

The IoT nodes travel in a direction as that of a straight-line and the combined transmission is uniformly
distributed. If the IoT nodes are travelling with velocity Vi = vi and Vj = vj, then the Cumulative Distribution
Functions (CDF) of the relative velocity is shown in (15).

P V� � s�jVi ¼ si;Vj ¼ sj
� � ¼

0; if s� � jsi � sjj;
1
p cos

�1 s2i þs2j �s2�
2sisj

� �
if jsi � sjj, s� , si þ sj;

1; if s� � si þ sj

8><
>: (15)

The Conditional probability Density Function (CDF) follows the derivative in (16).

fV� s�jVi ¼ si;Vj ¼ sj
� � ¼

s�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�

s2
i
þs2

j
�s2�

2sisj

� �2
psisj

r ; if jsi � sjj, s� , si þ sj;

0; othewise

8><
>: (16)

If the change of direction and velocity is selected uniformly from (vmin, vmax), then the PDF of the
average relay velocity under the RD2DMM is the expected value as depicted by (17).

IE½V�� ¼
Z 2smax

0

Z
fV�ðs�Þds� (17)

2.5 Relay Nodes Travelling At Constant Velocity

For two IoT nodes travelling at the same velocity, the CDF of the relay velocity for the random direction
is given by (18).

PðV� � s�jVi ¼ s ¼ VjÞ ¼ 2

p
sin�1ðs�

2s
Þ (18)

The distribution function is,

fV� s�jVi ¼ s ¼ Vj

� � ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� s�=2sð Þ2ps

q ¼ 2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4s2 � s2�

p
p

The average relay velocity is shown in (19).

IE½V�jVi ¼ s ¼ Vj� ¼ 4s
p

(19)

When Vi = v = Vj as in (20),

PðV� � s�jVi ¼ s ¼ VjÞ ¼ 1

p
cos�1 1� 2

s�
2s

� �2� �
(20)

PðV� � s�jVi ¼ s ¼ VjÞ ¼ 1� 2

p
cos�1 s�

2s

� �
¼ 2

p
sin�1 s�

2s

� �
(21)

The average relay velocity which is given in (18) is greater than v, the velocity of every node. The
average relay velocity is equal to v.
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2.6 IoT Node Meeting Times And Random Direction

The IoT node meeting time for the RD2DMM for r << M and is approximately exponentially (λRD)
distributed, where λRD is

kRD � 2rIE½V��
M2

(22)

The expected time until nodes i and j meet is given by (23).

IE½FRD� � M2

2rIE½V�� (23)

The average relay velocity has been calculated using (14) and (15). If the velocities of i and j IoT nodes
are same and constant, i.e., V1 = v = V2, then as shown in (24),

kRD � 8rt
pM 2

IE FRD½ � ¼ pM2

8rt
(24)

IoT relay velocity is shows in (25).

V 2
� ¼ si þ sj cosðp� �Þ� �2 þ sj sinðp� �Þ� �2 ¼ s2i þ s2j � 2sisj cosð�Þ (25)

The relationship to derive the CDF is shown in (26).

P V� � s�jVi ¼ si;Vj ¼ sj
� � ¼ P s2i þ s2j � 2sisj cos �ð Þ � s2�jVi ¼ si;Vj ¼ sj

� �

¼ P cos �ð Þ � s2i þ s2j � s2�
2sisj

 !
jVi ¼ si;Vj ¼ sjÞ

¼ P �j j � cos�1 s2i þs2j �s2�
2sisj

� �
Vi ¼ si;Vj ¼ sj

� �
(26)

The velocity of an IoT node at a random-model in time to unconditional position is shown in (15). If the
velocity of a node that is designated is uniform [vmin, vmax], then the velocity of a node under the
RD2DMM is uniformly distributed and so fVi(vi) = 1/(vmax – vmin).

3 Dynamic Alternate Route Handling Techniques

The present algorithm has been implemented using dynamic alternate routing handling techniques. It
follows different models such as direction, positions changes, IoT nodes within range and out of
transmission range. The evaluation of the IoT node meeting time between nodes i and j1 has transmitting
packets while other nodes are out of the range. These out of range nodes may in future come within the
range as showed in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 2, IoT nodes j2 have various direction at t = 0. The position of IoT nodes; i = 1, 2….N, j = 1, 2….
N at that moment be given by (xi, yi),(xj, yj). The direction is denoted by αi, αj and the speed is denoted by si,
sj,. The IoT node i and j at t ≥ 0 is shown in (8).

xiðtÞ ¼ xi þ t 	 si 	 cosðaiÞ; (27)
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yiðtÞ ¼ yi þ t 	 si 	 sinðaiÞ: (28)

xjðtÞ ¼ xj þ t 	 sj 	 cosðajÞ; (29)

yjðtÞ ¼ yi þ t 	 sj 	 sinðajÞ: (30)

The IoT node is considered to have met or discrete since each other at t time and is of the distance R.
Substituting in eqs. (27)–(30).

R ¼ x1 þ t 	 s1 	 cos a1ð Þ � x2 þ t 	 s2 	 cos a2ð ÞÞ2 þ y1 þ t 	 s1 	 sin a1ð Þ � y2 þ t 	 s2 	 sin a2ð ÞÞ2

¼ x1 � x2ð Þ þ t s1 cos a1ð Þ � s2 cos a2ð Þð Þð Þ2þ y1 � y2ð Þ þ t s1 sin a1ð Þ � s2 sin a2ð Þð Þð Þ2

¼ x1 � x2ð Þ2þ y1 � y2ð Þ2

þ 2t x1 � x2ð Þ s1 cos a1ð Þ � s2 cos a2ð Þð Þ þ y1 � y2ð Þ s1 sin a1ð Þ � s2 sin a2ð Þð Þð Þ
þ t2 s1 cos a1ð Þ � s2 cos a2ð Þð Þ2þ s1 sin a1ð Þ � s2 sin a2ð Þð Þ2

Resolving this 2 degree polynomial in t gives Eqs. (31) and (32)

t1 ¼ �b�
ffiffiffi
b

p
2� 4ac=2a (31)

t2 ¼ �bþ
ffiffiffi
b

p
2� 4ac=2a: (32)

where;

a :¼ h21 þ h22; h1 :¼ s1 cos a1ð Þ � s2 cos a2ð Þ;
b :¼ 2 x1 � x2ð Þh1 þ 2 y1 � y2ð Þh2; h2 :¼ s1 sin a1ð Þ � s2 sin a2ð Þ;
c :¼ x1 � x2ð Þ2þ y1 � y2ð Þ2�R2:

Here t1and t2, give the mobility’s of in time nodes when the IoT Nodes sends data into the range with
one another and when it is range with each other. If;

1. if ðb2 � 4ac, 0Þ

i1

l4

j2

k3

m5

D6...
N

Transmission rangeT

Si Sj

iα 

(xi,yi) (xj,yj)

Speed of IoT node i
Change Speed of IoT

node j
Direction of node i

change Direction of
IoT node j

IoT Node-Meeting Time between node i
and j

jα

Nodes d chance to move out of
transmission range

Nodes k3,m5,l4 chance to move
transmission rangep

r

o

s

q
O,P,Q,S are IoT Nodes
in the Networks it may

chance to CA

Figure 3: IoT node meeting time between i and j1
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The two IoT nodes never meet in the range;

2. elseif ðti1, 0&&tj1, 0Þ
IoT node meeting and separate in the past;

3. elseif ðti1, 0&&tj1 � 0Þ
The IoT node in range at t = 0 and discrete future at tj

4. elseif ðti1 � 0&&tj1 � 0Þ
IoT nodes meet in future at t1 and discrete at tj. The IoT nodes t1and t2 as compared to the time until the

next-change of direction or suitable event can be scheduled in the IoT networks.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The present work results have been evaluated using NS3. Based on these results, measures for regulating
IoT battery power consumption, bandwidth consumption, increasing the PDR, residual energy of IoT nodes
and reducing the control overhead is carried out. The parameter has considered in simulation as shown in
Tab. 1.

Fig. 4 shows the IoT node meeting time vs. PDR for Decentralized Links Failure Prevention Routing
(DLFPR) and other existing algorithm. When the IoT meeting nodes increase from 10 to 100, the PDR
was obtained as 99.5% for DLFPR in IoT network. For Energy Efficient Delay Tolerant Routing
(EEDTR), the PDR was obtained as 80.12% and for DSR it was 70.2%. Hence proposed algorithm
shows 29.3% improved over DSR. The DSR is relatively less efficient when PDR is considered. Also,
the IoT nodes are scalable without any performance issues.

Fig. 5 shows the IoT meeting nodes vs. Control overhead for DLFPR and other existing algorithm.
Control overhead is significant to gauging the performance and latency. When the IoT meeting nodes
increase from 10 to 100, the control overhead was obtained by 498 for DLFPR in IoT. For EEDTR it was
obtained as 1010 and for DSR is 1200. Hence, the proposed algorithm shows 51.2% improved over
EEDTR and 20.5%.over DSR. Also, as the number of IoT nodes increases we can observe that there is
no performance degradation in PDR.

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Simulator NS-3

Sim_Range 10000 � 10000 m

Sim_Time 50 min

Trans_Range 255 m

Band-width 20 mbps

Traffic-Type CBR(UDP)

Data-payload 1500 bytes
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Fig. 6 shows the IoT nodes meeting time in speed(m/s) vs. average residual energy for DLFPR and other
existing algorithm. When the speed increases from 2 to 10 m/s, the average residual energy was observed as
3750 mwhr for DLFPR for IoT, while the same was obtained by 3250 mwhr for EEDFT and for DSR was
obtained by 2550 mwhr. Hence the proposed DLFPR shows the 37.6% improved over DSR and 14.5 over DSR.

Figure 5: Number of IoT-nodes meeting time vs. control overhead

Figure 6: IoT-nodes meeting time in speed(m/s) vs. residual energy

Figure 4: No. of IoT-nodes meeting vs. PDR
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5 Conclusion

This work proposes a statistical analysis of stochastic properties of RD2DMM. It has investigated the
length and duration of IoT nodes mobility between two way-points. Also, the spatial IoT-node and its
dependence on the pause- time was analyzed. The selection of direction angle at the start of a IoT nodes
mobility transition, and the number of position changes for an random-way-point model used in a IoT
network were discussed. Results indicated PDR as 99.5%, Control Overhead was 51.2% and speed vs.
average residual energy of IoT meeting nodes was obtained as 37.6%. These were good numbers when
compared with existing algorithm. Also, this work is highly scalable to accommodate more nodes without
any performance degradation. All the results analysis and simulation has been carried out using IoT
wireless networks. Future work will be focused towards experimenting with more nodes and evaluating
the performance with more Quality of Service (QoS) parameters.
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